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Bulletin 

To: GSA Schedule Contractors 

From: C. Kelly Kroll, Esq. 

Date: March 12, 2015 

Re: Proposed Changes for CAVS  

 

GSA Presentation:  Changes on the Horizon for GSA Contractor Assistance Visits  

 

 Tom Brady, General Service Administration's Director, Supplier Management Division. 

GSA/FAS/Office of Acquisition Management spoke via webinar on March 12, 2015 on the 

subject of Contractor Assistance Visits ("CAVs").  Mr. Brady presented future changes to the 

CAVs that GSA is currently investigating.  In summary, GSA is looking to streamline the 

process to make the CAVS shorter and easier for GSA and contractors alike by limiting the 

scope of some reviews.  However, the number of visits conducted each year will increase as 

GSA moves to a new annual review model.   

 

Currently, CAVs are being performed in Year 2 and Year 4 of each five-year base period 

and typically only for contractors that had $150,000 or more in sales during the previous four 

quarters.  Going forward, full CAVs will be performed at the end of each five year period for all 

contractors with more limited scope reviews provided annually only for contracts over a 

specified monetary threshold.  That monetary threshold has not yet been determined, however.   

CAVs will also be available on demand for those contractors that want assistance from GSA 

analysts.  GSA will look to increase the use of virtual CAVs.  In FY14 approximately 1/3 of 

CAVs occurred virtually according to Mr. Brady and he sees increased use of virtual visits in the 

future. 

 

Another key change to CAVs will be to do away with the Report Card rating system 

because GSA has found that the ratings were being used to improperly reflect a contractor's 

performance on actual task orders versus their compliance with the overlying GSA Schedule 

contract terms which the Report Cards are intended to do.   
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The changes to the CAVs are expected to be fully implementation by the end of Fiscal 

Year 2015.   

 

This bulletin serves only as a summary of the webinar and is not intended to be all-

inclusive.  If you need further information or assistance with CAVs please contact Kelly Kroll at 

202-342-2550 or via email at kkroll@cohenmohr.com. 

 

 

 

 

 


